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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

CONSTITUTION
VOTING FACULTY
COMMI'ITEFS
MINUTES OF MEETINGS

1956-57

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
January 2, 1957
Members of the Faculty

To :

All

from:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Regular Meeting

The regular monthly meeting of the Faculty will be held on Tuesday,
January 8th, in Mitchell Hall 101, at 4:00 p.m.
The agenda will include the following i terns:

1. Election to fill unexpired term (Semester II, 195ir57) of Professor Albrecht as a member-at-large on the Policy Committee.
(NOTE: According to an interpretation of the Constitution
concerning service on this committee, only Professors Crawford,
Hibben, and Riebsomer are ineligible for election at this time. )
2. Nomination of replacements for standing committees -- Professor
Huber, for the Policy Committee.
3. Recommended change in audit status regulation -- Mr. MacGregor,
for the Committee on Entrance and Credits.

4. Proposed change in repetition of course rule ...... Mr. IfacGregor,
for the Committee on Entrance and Credits.

5. Proposal that grades of "D" not be accepted

transfer -MacGregor, for the Committee on Entrance and Credits.
by

Mr,

6• Report of the Committee on University Aims and Objectives on a
program to stimulate more research and creative work at the
University of New Mexico -- Professor Wollman.
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Fac;::l ty Meeting
January 8, 19.57

(Summarized Minutes)
The January 8, 19.57, meeting ef the University Faculty was called t~ 0rder
4:05 p.m., with a quorum present.

by Vice-President Castetter at

Professor Crowell was elected to fill the unexpired term (Semester II,

1956-57) of Professor Albrecht as a member-at-large on the Policy Cornmi ttee.
Professor Huber, for the Policy Committee, nominated the following faculty
members as replacements on standing committees for Semester II: Bailey for
Cobos (Campus Improvement)• Masley for Snow (Cultural Program); Heimerich
for J. L. Ellis (Curricula~; Daub for Jorrin (Honors); Castle for Albrecht
(chairman, Library); Goode and Bahm for Albrecht and Bunting (Library);
Freedman for Judah (Publications); pibank for G. W. E.t::i th (Summer Se[;sion);
H. Ellis for Snow (United Fund). H//JA?ove.d,
Mr. MacGregl)r, for the CC'lmmittee on Entrance and Credits, proposed a change
~n the audit status regulation. As approved by the Faculty, the regulation
15 now as follows:
A student may not change from audit to credit basis
~ter the first two weeks of the semester or the first week of the summer
session. He may change from credit to audit basis within the first four
weeks of the semester t""ir the first two weeks of the summer session regardless of his grade at the time the change is made. Change from credit to
audit between the end of the fourth week and the end of the twelfth week
of the semester or between the end <'f the second week and the end of the
sixth week of the summer session can be made only if the student iR earning
a passing grade. After the twelfth week of the semester or the sixth week
hf ~he summer session the student may change from credit to audit only if
e ls e arrung
•
a grade of C or better.

~ change in the repetition of course rule was also recommended by Mr .
acGregor , for the Committee on Entrance and Credits. The regulatirm, as
a~pr ved by the Faculty is now as follows: A student may repeat a course
\ii
·
'
· wh 1.c
· h he
hasth out ~pec1.al
permissinn.
When a student repeats a course 1.n
WillPrevieUsly made a grade of D or F, hours and points. ff'lr all atie m~t~
of be counted in his scholarship index. Hours and points for repet1.t1.on
bet:e~ou~se in which the student has previousl~ earned a grade of C or
will not be counted in his scholarship index.
Also up
C
•
M
Ma G on recorrnnendation of the Committee on Entrance and redits, r.
sh~regor Proposed that grades of D, transferred from other ins~i tutions,
pr
not be acceptable for credit in the University of New Mexico . This
0Posal w
as approved by the Faculty.
tQfess or W0 11man, for the Committee on University Aims
.
sent
and 0 b j ec t.ives, pre gr,ilrt~o a r~port (previously sent to all members of the fac~ ty) ~n a proiall stimulate more research and creative work at the University• ~sseny the program was based on the following principles:
(1) provision of
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more time for non-contract research and creative work; ( 2) increased financial assistance for research and other erect i ve work; ( 3) increased remuneration on sabbatical leave; (4) more consideration of research and creative
ability in employment; tenure, promotion, and salary advancement; (5) use
of inter-departmental proximity and divisional libraries as a stimulus to
research; ( 6) establishment of an office of Research and Development and
exp ansion of existing research facilities; (7) liberalization of contract
research policies; and (8) development of budgetary policy to assist
research and creative work.
It was stated that the purpose of the report was to establish formally and
on a University-wide basis a set of objectives toward which the faculty and
administration might move. Recognizing that certain elements proposed are
already in operation and that implementation of the proposals was essentially an administrative matter, the Faculty approved the general principles
embodied in the report, with one specific amendment. The sentence in II,
D, on page 3 of the report was amended to read: "The library budget shouJd
be increased. 11 In commenting on various aspects of the report, Dr. Castetter
a11nounced the employment, effective July 1, of a Dirflctor of Contract Research.
The meeting adjourned at .5:32 p.m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
January

8, 1957

The January 8, 1957, meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order by Vice-President Castetter
at 4:05 p.m. with a quorum present.
VICE-PRESIDENT CASTETTER: The first item on the
agenda is an election to fill the unexpired term (Semester II , 1956-57) of Professor Albrecht as a member-atlarge on the Policy Committee. You will note in the
agenda sent out by Mr. Durrie that according to an interpretation of the constitution concerning service on
the Policy Committee, only Professors Crawford, Hibben,
and Riebsomer are ineligible for election at this time .

Mr. Durrie has set this up so that it is quite intelligible on the blackboard here, and I think we can
move right along. I want, first, to read the duties of
the Policy Committee, according to the faculty constitution . (Duties of Policy Committee read from faculty constitution by Vice-President Castetter)
There are other references in the constitution to
this matter of Policy Committee elections, and it is well
to read these: "a. Not more than two members-at-large
shall be from any one college." In this case, this restriction is not pertinent. "b. A member cannot serve
more than four years in succession." Professors Crawford, Hibben, and Riebsomer are ineligible under this
rule . In addition to Professor Albrecht, the following
members of the faculty will be on leave during Semester
II : Professors Bunting, Cobos, J. L. Ellis, Hamilton,
Jorrin, Judah McKenzie G. w. Smith, and Snow.
e are
now ready for ' the nominations
'
.
MEMBER:

I nominate Professor Crowell.

CASTETTER:

Other nominations?

MEMBER:

I nominate Professor Richards.

MEMBER:

I move the nominations cease.

MEMBER:

Second the motion .

Election
to Policy
Committee
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CASTETTER: It has been moved and seconded that
the nominations cease. Are you ready for the question?
All in favor say "aye." Opposed, "no . " The motion is
carried . We will no w proceed with the voting on these
two c andidates .
MR . DURRI E : We do not need a preferential bal lot
since there are onl y two candidates. I suggest that you
write on your ballot only the name of the candidate of
your choice .
CASTETrER: We have a lot to do here this afternoon.
Let us move on to the second i tern while the ballots are being marked . The second 1 tem on the agenda is the nomin tion of replacements for standing committees--Profeasor
Huber, for the Policy Committe e.

Replacements on
st anding
commit t ees

PROFESSOR HUBER: There are several faculty members
who are going on leave next semester, wbi ch will create
vacancies on sever a l standing committees . The Policy Comittee has made several nominations to fi l l those vacancies.
On the Campus Improvement Committee, Professor Bailey to replace Pr o fesso r Cobos . On the Cultura l Program Committee,
Prof ess or Masley to replace Profes s or Snow. On the Curricula Committe e, Professor Heimerich to replace Professor
J. Lawton Ellis .
On the Honors Committee, Professor aub
to replace Professor Jorrin .
On the Library Committee ,
Profe ss or Oas tle to replace Professor Albrecht as Chairman,
and Pr ofessors Goode and Bahin to replace Professors Albrecht
and Bunting .
On the Publications Committee , Professor Free dman to repl ac e Professor Judah .
On the Summer Session Committee , Professor Eubank to replace Professor G. \ • Smith.
On the United Fund committee, Professor Helen Ellis to re plac e Profe s sor Snow.
I mo ve the approval of these nominations .

DR . RIEBSOMER:

I second the motion .

CASTETTER • Any discussion?
quest i on ? Al l 1~ favor say "aye . "
tiori i s c a rried.

Are you ready for the
Opposed , "no . " The mo-

The n e xt item is No . 3, the recommended change in
on Ent status regulation. Mr . MacGreg or, for the Committee
tranc e and Credits .

auat

all
MR • Mac GREGOR : on December 18 there was sent to
p f a culty members a memorandum which set forth a proosed change in the audit status ruling. We have had some

Change in
audi t status regulation
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faculty reaction since that memorandum went to you. From
Professor Hendrickson of the Department of Mathematics, we
received a proposed amendment to Item 3 in that proposed
regulation. That item reads, "A student may change from
credit to audit status after the fourth week of a semester
or the second week of the summer session only if he is earning a grade of C or better at the time of' the change."
Professor Hendrickson recanmended that that be amended
to read, "A student may change from credit to audit status after the fourth week of a semester or the second week of the
summer session only if he is earning a passing grade at the
time of the change." Professor Hendrickson's proposed amendment to the proposed regulation went before the Committee on
Entrance and Credi ts and was approved by that commit tee.
Another faculty member very kindly called me and pointed out
that the wording of this proposed regulation, which was set
forth in separate sentences to make cl ear each section of
it, would not be too good when brought together as a single
paragraph presentation in a catalogue. I think you can see
why. Each sentence starts, "A student may--" or "A student
may not--." So in line with the Cornmi ttee on Entrance and
Credits approval of the proposed amendment of the regulation
~ it was sent out to you and the suggestion from this faculty
member that we re ord it so that it would sound a little better when presented in the catalogue, if approved, I have reworded it to read as follows:
"A course may not be changed
from audit to credit status after the fir st two weeks of the
semester or the first week of the summer session. A course
may be changed from credit to audit status within the first
four weeks of the semester or the first two weeks of the
summer session regardless of the student's grade at the time
the change is made.
Change to audit status after the fourth
beek of the semester or second week of the summer session can
e made only if the student is earning a passing grade."
I should like to move on behalf of the Committee on
~trance and Credits that this proposed change be approved
Y the faculty.
RIEBS0A1ER:
there

Second the motion.

CASTETTER: The motion is made and seconded.
any discussion on the motion?

Is

chan
DR. REEVE: I am not quite clear who is doing the
agaiging, the course or the student. Will you read that
n, Please •

.
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MacGREGOR:
REEVE:

Do you want me to read it again?

Yes, please.

MacGREGOR: "A course may not be changed from audit
to credit status after the first two weeks of the semester--"
If you would prefer to have that read, "A student may not
change his course from--"
REEVE:
driving at.

That is what I had a feeling you were

MacGREGOR: I am open to change on the wording.
This is merely a proposal.
DR. LONGHURST : Is this proposed amendment being
presented as a part of a package deal? Are we voting on
one thing only?
MacGREGOR: We are discussing just this audit business at this point. We have two more proposals to come up
after this.
LONGHUR ST : No, I am referring to the amendment by
which the "C" was changed to read "passing grade." Was
that part of the whole motion?
MacGREGOR: That was part of the whole motion.
Would you like to have part of the reasoning behind that
proposed change?
LONGHURST:

I certainly would.

MacGREGOR: Professor Hendrickson pointed out that
under the existing regulations a student after the fourth
;eek, if he is making a passing grade, may withdraw from
he course with a grade of w. Professor Hendrickson argued
~hat if the student has gotten that far along in the semester, it sometimes would be to his benefit to continue in
he course in audit status· and if we required he have a C
average to change from credit to audit status, it would encourage him to drop the course. It was his feeling that it
~ight be of benefit to the student to continue in the course
n audit status Bnd get what he could from it.
LONGHUR ST: That is perfectly good logic. I wonder
Pos e are not compounding a felony, however, by this proth al. Do we approve of a student dropping a course at
e end of the fourth week and getting a ' ?

if w

2
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MacGREGOR: Under the present regulation there is
nothing that would prohibit him from doing so if the Dean
of the College approves it.
LONGHURST: I am asking whether we ought to approve
that kind of thing or not.
MacGREGOR:

You mean the withdrawal?

LONGHURST:

Yes, with a D minus.

MacGREGOR:
I don't know. That is another subject.
I would say that has to do with the withdrawal regulation
rather than a regulation on credit to audit status. It was
Professor Hendrickson's argument that it probably would be
preferable to permit him to make the change and to remain
in the course on audit status. I am not prepared to pass
on the other philosophy.
CASTETTER: It would seem to me, Dr. Longhurst, that
that is a different matter, and if you have any strong feelings about that, it might be well to present the-situation
before the Entrance and Credits Committee. I don't think we
should becloud this particular is sue with another point.
The point might be very wel 1 taken, but I think it ought to
be considere d on another front.
LONGHUR ST: Viell , Dean Castetter, it is a subject
which may not be related because it is under a different
regulation, but the argument for this amendment v,as based
on the existence of that regulation, and if we were to wait,
~or example, to take up this other regulation, we would then
e confronted by the fact that the ability to w1 thdraw on a
_D..minus is now entrenched within two regulations, the old
one and this new one we are about to pass.
MacGREGOR: That is a point which has been under coniderable discussion from time to time and there are deans
fd department chairmen that I know of who have a definite
eeling against a student withdrawing after a certain period,
close to the end of the session, to escape penal ties or
th Possibilities of failing grades. I see no reason why
at should not be presented to the Committee on Entrance
:d Credi ts for consideration. As the regulation stands tot y it would encourage a student to drop a course rather than
t~ remain to the end of it in an audit status if we changed
p at ruling, or presented that ruling in the way it was first
lllr~tosed, that a student have a minimum grade of C to be pered to change from credit to audit status after the fourth
eek .
8

:~~y
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LONGHURST: Mr. MacGregor, would you have any objection to withdrawal of this particular matter until the other
one is settled?
MacGREGOR:
LONGHUR ST:
fourth week.

1

ihich other one is settled?

The question of withdrawal after the

MacGREGOR: The only objection I would have is that
the catalogue goe s to press tomorrow. The Committee on Entrance and Credits has given consideration to this matter
over a considerable period of time and the Committee is making the recommendation.
I think we ought to face up to it
now.
LONGHURST: Why has it been discussed for so long,
and now we are faced with passing it by tomorrow even if
we don't happen to like it?
DEAN ~YNN: \l', ould it be proper to propose that the
request by Mr. MacGregor not containing the proposed amendment, but just the original proposal, be voted on first?
MacGREGOR: I will be very glad to go along with that
if the members on the Entrance and Credits Committee who are
here feel it is appropriate to present the proposal as originally ma.de up, but I am not sure that that is in proper order for the simple reason that before this proposal was
brought to you for approval here today the Committee had reconsidered its own proposal and is now presenting it as
amended. But if you would like to have it as originally
made up and the members of the commit tee feel it is appropriate, I will be glad to present it as originally submitted
to you for your consideration .
ti
RIEBSOMER: The alternative would be to leave the mothon as 1 t stands, and let someone present an amendment to
e motion.

I

WYNN• If that is the proper parliamentary procedure,
ti should like to propose an amendment to Mr. MacGregor's moon to the effect that change from credit to audit basis be
~?rnitted at any time provided the student is earning a grade
a.etc or better at the time of the change. Now, that is the
credi
ion originally taken by the Committee on Entrance and
ts.
0

MacGREGOR:

That is the way it reads as we sent it out

You aiver
~
the Committee's first action.
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PROFESSOR DOUGLASS:

I second the motion to amend.

DEAN TRAVELSTEAD: May I ask Professor Hendrickson
to elaborate on that amendment. Do you think it would be
detrimental to have it as it as it was originally set out?
HENDRICKSON: I think it is unfair to the student .
I think he can get a certain amount of good from a class
after he changes from credit to audit status if in no other
way than just by the pure process of osmosis.
MEMBER:

Question.

DOUGLASS:

r. Chairman,--

CASTETTER: I think you are too late . The question
has been called for. Dean Vynn, will you state your amendment again so that it will be thoroughly understood.
WYNN: The amendment was to the effect that a change
from credit to audit basis after the fourth week could be
made if the student was earning a grade of C in the course
at the time the chQilge was requested.
CASTETTER: The question has been called for . All in
favor say "aye." Opposed, "no. 11 It sounds to me as if the
motion is lost.
MEMBER:

Mr. Chairman, I call for a division .

CASTETTER: All those in favor of the motion please
raise their hands. Keep your hands up until Mr. Durrie can
count them.
DURRIE:
John

Twenty-six in fam r.

CASTETTER: All those opposed?
, the motion is lost.
DURRIE:

again

It is quite clear,

Yes, the motion is lost.

CASTETTER:

Now, wi 11 you read the original motion

, Mr. MacGregor.
b

acGREGOR: Subject to the improved wrding suggested
!
Dr. Reeve, the ruling would read as follows: A course
fl Y not be changed from audit to credit status after the

111

rst two weeks of the semester or the first week of the
surnrner session. A course may be changed from credit to audit

A
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status within the first four weeks of the semester or the
first two weeks of the summer session regardless of the
student's grade at the time the change is made. Change to
audit status after the fourth week of the semester or second week of the summer session can be made only if the student is earning a passing grade.

CASTE'ITER:

Was the question called for?

DR. WICKER: Mr. Chairman, may I point out a matter
of parliamentary procedure? If a member of a legislative
body, including this one, which has decided to operate under Roberts ~ules of Order, calls for a question, that does
not require the presiding officer to put the vote to the
membership immediately. If this were so, then any member
could stop discussion at any time. It seems to me that members should be allowed to express their opinions because the
Chair does not have to put the question if he doesn't want to.

DR. EUBANK: I might add that a call for the previous
question does stop debate on a subsequent question.
DR . \'1ICKER: That does stop debate, but any member
calling for the question should not have the effect of excluding debate for a member who wishes to speak on a subject .

DOUGLASS: I think the remark I was intending to make
is still pertinent. It may be a lost cause, but it se ms to
me that if Dr. Longhurst' s point is true--and I am inclined
to agree with him, and even the maker of the motion has admitted that there is a good deal of question whether the
first ruling is correct that a student should be able to withdraw at any time--then it seems to me that by passing this motion we will simply be making a second wrong to be consistent
ith the first wrong and I don't think we can right one
rong by making another.
CASTE'ITER : Well, I don't think we could necessarily
say that the first thing is wrong, because this was faculty
action . ~ e might want to correct that. We may want to
~~ange 1 t, but it doesn't necessarily go w1 thout saying that
is wrong.
chan
DOUGLASS: The point I am making is if we do want to
sistge it, then we will have two things to change to be conbear ent. Of course, consistency is sometimes called the bugof 11 ttle minds.

isn 't

CASTETTER: It seems to me--I may be wrong-- that it
correct to have this matter prejudiced by the other
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matter. We ought to weigh it on its own merits and then
if the faculty wan ts to consider the other matter at a
later meeting, that could be taken up by the committee.
HUBER: May I ask the Chairman of the Committee on
Entrance and Credits whether the action was taken in order
to bring the audit regulation into phase, as it were, with
the withdrawal rule, or did they actually consider the merit
of the withdrawal rule prior to recommending the status
change?
MacGREGOR: Prof e ssor Huber, as I remember, we have
not given any formal consideration to changing the with drawal rule.
HUBF.R:

Then it would be the former, merely to make

it consistent?

MacGREGOR:
There was no particular thought at the
time the second portion of this was put into effect of tying it in with anything in particular. As we passed the
ruling in the first place, we merely intended to make it
Possible to do this, because we have these residence programs at Los Alaroo s and Holloman, and many students attending here from Sandia, who are interrupted in the middle of
their courses to leave on assignments over which they have
no control, and because they and their employers both
thought even though they can't continue to earn a grade in
the course, they ought to continue and get all they can
from the course. Many times it is closely related with the
work t ooy are doing .
~ e wanted to extend the period and we
were requested in many instances to continue the period for
changing from credit to audit status. When the committee
got into this little matter it was the feeling that, fine,
we should extend it to take' care of this situation and we
should have a ruling which was consistent on and off the
campus no matter where it was being offered, but that there
irobably should be some limitation on it so far as the qualiky of the work being done is concerned. Actually, I don't
dnow how we got into the business of the C limitation. I
t~n't know what our real thinking was there, except we felt
e student certainly wouldn't be able if he were doing failng work to change from credit to audit status, and v~e gave
~~ thought at the time we passed on that to this other matter
w at Professor Hendrickson brought up. 1',hen he called us
a~dPresented that to the committee for 1 ts consideration,
1 the committee felt it was reasonable and part cul rly so
t~ View of the fact that the withdrawal regulation did permit
1te student to get out of a class and withdraw. I don't think
lat Was premised on an atter pt to tie it in with the other reguion.
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WICKER: We do not at present have any regulation to
prevent a student from avoiding a failing grade by either
dthdrawing or changing to audit status, so it seems to me
that that is a different matter from the one under consideration. It seems to me that what we need to do is to consider
this rule separately to prevent that sort of thing from happaning. I know it does happen sometimes fairly late in a
semester that a student will manage to get out of a course
in order to avoid a failing grade. I think this should be
considered by, perhaps, a proposal to the Committee on Entrance and Credi ts for separate consideration . Isn't th t
the real issue? \\hat we want to do is prevent a student
from avo ding a failing grade ei_ther by changing to audit
status or withdrawing from the c ourse at a late date. This
would imply, of course, a terminal date after which a student
couldreither withdraw from a course or change to audit status,
ouldn' t it?
CASTETTER: I wonder if we might not simplify the matter by voting on the proposal before us and then there would
be opportunity for us to pass a motion asking the Entr ance
and Credi ts Com.mi ttee to look into the otherproblem.

MEMBER:

Question.

CASTETTER:

The question has been called for .

REEVE: I would like to ask Mr.
change that wording.

acGregor if he couldn't

MacGREGOR: May I ask this question of Professor Reeve
and any others: Would you prefer that we make it read with
the student as the subject of the sentence and then tie in
the same wording accordingly?
REEVE:
done .

Yes .

CASTETTER:

~twill be understood that that will be

l
DEAN ViYNN: Mr. Chairman , I am beginning to feel a
f~ttle like the skunk at a banquet, because I think I voted
~ that motion in the Committee on Entrance and Credits, but
roted for it most reluctantly. So, at the risk of being a
aitor to ~he Conmittee I am going to propose another
:~ndment to the motion . ' The faculty obviously isn't int ested in the C rule but some of the faculty m Y be ins~reste d in some provi;ion that would keep a student from
;Ply changing from credit to audit basis in order to avoid
a ling grade, which is the only possible grade he is ever
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going to have. Under the present rules, a student may withdraw from the University and get ', according to the catalogue, which ls no discredit to him if he is earning a passing grade, but he must have permission of the Dean. In the
College of Arts and Sciences the permission of the Dean, as
far as I know, has never been given after the 12th week. I
think there is so mething to be said for setting it at the
12th week. That is to prevent the last minute struggle of
running for cover to keep out of trouble. So I propose, Mr.
Chairman, another amendment to Mr. MacGregor's motion. After the fourth week and before the end of the twelfth week
of the semester, a s t udent may change from credl t to audit
basis if he is earning a passing grade in the course: After
the twelfth week, he may change only if he is making C in
the course.
DR. BENEDETTI:

Second the motion.

MacGREGOR: I would like to know howthe members of the
Committee who are here feel about it. Dean Sorrell, ho do
you feel about it?
SORRELL:
ginally voted.
acGREGOR:

I am going along with the Committee as oriCaptain

CAPTAIN Vff LLIAMSON:
MacGREGOR:
DR. RIED:

illiamson?
I favor the amendment•

Dr. Ried?
I am in favor of the amendment.

me

MacGREGOR: That shows, I believe, that this amendnt does not particularly violate the original idea of the
comm1 ttee. I would say if you want to go along with this
Proposed amendment I don't care one way or the other. It
Dlerely adds one s 11gh t complication, but it is merely in the
~Ording. As amended I believe the new regulation would serve
hhe administrative p~poses or take care of these people we
bave at Holloman Los Alamos and Sandia just as well, prot~bly, because the likelihood of their wanting to audit after
e twelfth week is probably very small.
DR. PARISH: Mr. Chairman, what happens to a student
the ~s drafted or for one good reason or another has to leave
atnen University after the twelfth week? Ac cording to t h is
dment, the dean has no discretion in the matter.

who

lat1on MacGREGOR: The faculty of the University has a reguwhich takes care of that.
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WYNN:

This doesn't affect the regulation on with-

drawal.

McGREGOR: The faculty has a regulation which states
if a student is called into the Service and actually has to
interrupt his classes after the twelfth week, he is entitled
to grades in all those courses in which the instructor reports
he is making C or better, and he is entitled to Win any event.
'Ihat is the effect of that ruling.
MEMBER:

Question.

CASTETTER: All in favor of the Qlllendment say "aye."
Opposed , "no." It is carried.
Now, we go on to themotion as amended. Are you ready
to vote on the motion as amended? All in favor say "aye."
Opposed , "no." The motion is carried.

The next item on the agenda is the proposed change in
repetition of course rule. Mr. MacGregor, this seems to be
your day.
MacGREGOR: I should like to say that the Committee
has not in any way amended what we sent out to you under
date of January 3 s the proposed regulation for repetition of course. There are extra copies of this up here,
and we would be glad to pass them out to you.
There are
two regulations on that sheet, but I think we should stick
to the simpler approach and take one at a time. I will
gi Ve you a moment to look at it those of you who ha en' t
read it.
'
On behalf of the Committee on Entrance and Credits,
I should like to pro p ose that the faculty approve the recomlllended regulation for repetition of course as worded in this
memorandum dated January 3, 1957.
GAS TETTER:
TRAVELSTEAD:
CASTETTER:
last

ICKER:
sentence?

Is there a secan d?
Second the motion.
Discussion?

Could I ask for an interpretation of that
I can't understand it.

acGREGOR: "Hours and points for repetition of a
~;urse in Which the student has previously earned a grade
C or better will not be counted in his scholarship in-

Change in
repet1 tior
of course
rule
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dex . 11 It means just this. In order to discourage the
professional grade seeker--and, as you know, we have
several of those--we would like to say that he can enroll and repeat a course if he wants to, but he cannot
use it, use the hours and the points, to raise his scholarship index. The grade would be placed on the record,
but it can't be used to raise his scholarship index. Now,
if that wording doesn't state that, I would be glad to
have it clarified.
I have the feeling that from a scholastic bookkeeping standpoint it do es say what it means.

~ICKER: Does this mean that a student who makes D
or F and repeats the course, that whatever he makes in the
repetition wi 11 be counted.
MacGREGOR: All of them.
This says a student may
repeat without permission. Maybe in the light of the current regulation it will be a little more clear. The current regulation permits a student who has made a grade of
D in a course to repeat it if he has written permission
from the dean of his college and to wipe out the hours and
points on the first one, with only the second grade counting, no matter what it may be.
To.is one says he can repeat
any number of times he wants, no matter what grades he makes
on the course, and all attempts, all hours, and all points
ill count on his index.
DR. BAHM:

If he makes a

c,

can he repeat the cour e?

MacGREGOR: If he makes a C in the course, he may repeat the course, but the regulation says it will go on the
record w1 thout raising his grade average by repeating that
course. That is there because many students pick up freshan courses just before they graduate and take them over just
to raise their grade average .
r
DR. RUNGE:
Shouldn't this first sentence include all
g ades? It should read "a g rade of D or F, or any other
grade ."
MacGREGOR: Don't you think that last sentence taken
apart from the paragraph is sufficient to cover that?
to
TRAVELSTEAD: r think Dr. Runge is correct.
e need
a Dhave anot her sentence in there to say those who have made
ah or an F will have the repetition counted in the scholarip index, and on the others it will not be counted.
th

MacGREGOR: That sounds reasonable as a clarification,
ink. I didn 1 t think so at first, but I see it no •
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HENDRICKSON:

What is the purpose of letting them

repeat?
MacGREGOR:
The Committee felt he should have a right
to repeat if he wanted to if' he made a grade of C, but he
shouldn't be permitted to raise his grade index in that way.
HENDRICKSON:

Let him repeat it as an audit.

MacGREGOR: There are instances which the Committee
had in mind in which it would be fair and just for the student to earn a grade.
I had a letter, for example, from a
man the other day who majored in anthropology and got his
degree from this University. He wants to come back and repeat a number of courses that he took, in many of which he
made a grade of C, because he wasn't proud of the grades he
made and felt he could improve his background and raise his
grades in those courses, and he would like to have it on his
record that he could do better.
I would like to add that should this proposal be approved, we will change the wording to meet the suggestions
which have been made.
DR. REEVE: Mr. Chairman, just as a matter of curiosity,
hat is a professional grade seeker?
tion .

CASTETTER :

There seems to be no answer to that ques-

REEVE:
ell I would like to have an answer to that
quest ion, and I wi
put it in a different way. Why shouldn't
we Permit a person to have a higher grade if he earns it? No
one has given any reasons here why we shouldn't •

1i

Co
MacGREGOR: I wouldn't attempt to answer that for the
th ~i ttee . I think the deans of the colleges could answer
a better than I could for you .
this

CASTETTER:
question.

I think Dean ',ynn is yearning to answer

seek

WYNN: Mr. President, we didn't mean professional grade
ers • There is nothing wrong with seeking grades• ~. e
meant professional grade-point manipulators•
CASTETTER:

Are you ready for the question?

Point? PROFESSOR ELSER: Mayr ask a question about the first
Does that mean a Din a major which has to be re-
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peated shows up as well as the second grade?
WYNN: Mr. Chairman, I think it is advisable to explain what we are doing away with in the old rule.
MacGREGOR: Under the old rule, if the student earned
F, he could repeat a course without anybody's permission.
Both the hours and grade-points remained, plus his second attempt. If he made a grade of D, he was given the privilege
of wiping that out . It carries no more points than a grade
of F does, but in his second attanpt by going to the dean of
the college and getting permission from the dean of the college to repeat in advance, he could wipe that out. 'Ibis
represents a tightening, in that for the student who has made
any grade in this University, his hours and the points for
each attempt remain on the record. Now, one reason for attempting to find a device for eliminating this business of
permission is that it has given the deans all kinds of headaches, for one thing. Another is that we are growing very
rapidly, and it is soon going to become for each of the colleges a huge administrative load at a time when the colleges
are crowded anyway. Normally, this all hits around registration time. Is that what you intended I should explain?
DR. J. DUNCAN: Mr. Chairman, I don't think Mrs. Elser' s question has been answered.
MacGREGOR:

She thought it had, sir.

TRAVELSTEAD: I think the term "to remove headaches
from the deans" is appropriate. We have found that deciions to allo w persons to repeat courses were not based on
evidence. It depends on what you had for breakfast. v~e assigned them arbitrarily, anyway•
DR. ELDON: One more question that may have been
answered. In the case of the major Mrs. Elser asked about,
1f the person repeats and does get a C, can this be counted
in their major?
MacGREGOR:
,/ELDON :
in

Oh, yes.

The grades will go on the record.

So it will count towards the major?

MacGREGOR: Let us take an example. A student majoring
Psycrology makes a grade of Din a course, and it is his
~ajar, and you require that he must have C in all the courses.
ou can require that person to repeat that course until he
:~tes the grade you require. Each attempt goes on the record,
p all hours and all points count up until the time it is re eated after he has made C or better.
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CASTETTER: Let us vote on the motion. All in favor
say "aye." Opposed, "no." The motion is carried.
Item No. 5, proposal that grades of D not be accepted by transfer. Mr. MacGregor.
acGREGOR: This next proposal was included in the
memorandum under date of January 3 which went out to the
faculty members. You have the proposal before you.
I should like to recommend, on behalf of the Committee on Entrance and Credi ts, the acceptance of this
proposal .

DR. EUBANK;

Grades of D
not acceptec
by transfer

I second the motion.

CASTETTER: It has been moved and seconded that the
proposal be accepted.
MEMBER:

Question.

CASTETTER:

The question has been called for.

REEVE: Mr. President, would it be asking too much
to have some explanation offered for this?
MacGREGOR: What would you like to have explained?
This regulation merely means that a student admitted by
transfer from another collegiate institution should have
all transferred work recorded on his record, and that all
grades of D would not be acceptable for credit at this University . It means that in determining his admission status,
all D's and all grades would be taken into consideration,
but once admitted if he meets the requirements of the University, he could 1 not have any credit for any course in
hich he had previously earned a grade of D.
CASTETTFR:
MEMBER :

Are you ready for the quest on?

Question.

CAS TRTTER:

All in favor say, "aye ."

Opposed, "no."

The motion is carried.
We will move on to No . 6, then, the report of the Com- Report by
llliitee on University Aims and Objectives on a program to sti- committee
on Aims &
u ate more research and creative v, ork at the University of
Objectiv
ew Mexico. Professor ollman.
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PROFESSOR lNOLLMAN: You al 1 should have received a
copy of the re port of t he Committee on Aims and Objectives.
A couple of you hav e said you have not.
I don't know where
they are, and I have no copies left. But I will assume
that most of you have had an opportunity to read the report, and, th ere fore, I will not go into any i terns of the
report itself. But t h ere are a few very brief observations that I would l ike to make in connection with your
action here this afternoon.

to stimulate more
re search
and creative work

The Committee on Aims and Objectives conceives of
itself, I think, as looking fairly far into the future in
terms of the area with wh ich it works, and in those terms
it has prepared this r e port on research and creative work
in fairly general terms, leaving most of the operating details out, although the report isn't always quite consistent in this respect.
Another point is th at the proposed program is not
self-enforcing, nor is a mechanism for enforcement proposed.
The reason for this omission lies in the fact tha t most of
the barriers that are likely to be encountered in putting
the report into effect, assuming it is here adopted, will
originate in the University's budget; and neither the Committee nor the faculty possesses control over the budget.
Therefore, the eff ect of ado pting this proposal would be
to establish formally and on a Univers i. ty-wide basis a set
of objectives toward which the faculty and administration
WOUld be expected to move, subject, I presume, to approval
by the Board of Regents.
One might eveE. attach target dates
to specific phases of the program, with the expectation th a t
funds would be provided in succeeding budgets to accomplish
an orderly and perceptible rate of progress• Some parts of
the program can be introduced without new money, andthese
elements might be adopted quickly. Some elements of the
proposed program are already in operation in some degree or
other , In spite of this fact these elements have bee n included in the proposed prograr:i for two reasons: first' to
provide for these ele rr,ents assuming the report is adopted,
!~rmal sanction b ~ th; Fac~lty; and, second, to iden the
d fective area of such elements beyond the boundaries of a
epartmen t or a college to the University as a whole• The
~ommittee has made one or two suggestions that might seem to
~ to the disadvantage of a particular department or di vion of the University. It would be erroneous to assume t hat
Y Proposal is designed to dimi nish a research or teaching
rdvantage no w possessed by any department, division, or colt~ge. The Committee has sought to maintain the principle
at we can improve the research climate and augment research

!n
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facilities for all without adverse effects to any existing teaching or research interest, and the Committee
would expect that operating details would conform to
this principle.

I have one final point.

Some faculty members may
feel that the proposed program unduly emphasizes research
to the exclusion of other conceivable activities found on
a campus. It is true that this report concentrates on research. The Committee began its deliberations with the assumption that the University serves two primary functions,
to teach and to provide new ideas and creative works.
Should partisans of other functions come before the faculty
in search of support, we would expect them to make a case
for these functions, but such arguments were not deemed to
be properly a part of this report.
I hope in these observations I have fairly presented
the views of the Committee as a whole, and I welcome any
additional comments from them. I move the adoption of this
report.

PROFESSOR CLARK:
CASTE 'ITER :
report be adopted.

Second the motion.

It has been moved and seconded that the
Is there discussion?

DR. ALBRECHT: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask
Professor Wollman one question regarding a statement at
the bottom of Page 3, point D, under Roman numeral II,
•hich reads: "The library budget should be increased--"
That is not the part I object to. "--and a substantial
part of any increase dedicated to elimination of the present abnormally wide variation a mong college and depart~ental allocations." As a former member of the Library
1°1llrnittee, I know that that Committee has worked for a
ong time trying to decide what a normally wide variation
°Uld
be, and if this Committee as this statement would
1
~ly, has come up with the sol~tion as to what a normally
de variation is I would be very grateful if you vould
Pass that on to the library people •
·
Vol

V:'OLLMAN: We feel as though the pr sent formula inVea an abnormally wide variation•

variat 1 DR • POLDERVAART:
on?''
WOLLMAN :

How do you define "abnormally wide

Under the present formula.

Library
Budget
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POLDERVAART:
It occurs to me that everything after
the word "increase d" is irrelevant to the report. We are
deal ng with a program for development and research, and
this seems to be a sort of an aside the Committee has gone
out of the way for just a little bit in order to call attention to the fact that there might be some abnormalities
in the library allocations. As the Chairman of the Library
Committee has pointed out, that Committee has for years
made studies upon studies in an attempt to find the applicable criteria that should be used in allocating to the
different di visions and departments, and every time it comes
up with a dozen or more criteria which are vulnerable because
other criteria are not considered. As yet, as Dr. Albrecht
pointed out, we have not. found theproper formula.
DR. MacCURDY: Professor Poldervaart, I will make a
motion that this be amended to read: "The library budget
should be increased," period
POLDERVAART:

MEMBER:

Period .

I second that ame ndment.

CASTETTER : It has been moved and seconded that the
report be modified by placing a period immediately after
"increased . n
WOLLMAN:
I can't speak for the Committee as a whole
on fuis point now because it has been a long time since we
discuss ed that on~ section; but I would say that in view of
my recollection of the tenor of the discussion and the fact
that this clause survived all sorts of onslaughts, 1 t would
indicate that the Committee on Aims and Objectives felt
there was some possibility of using the additional money to
eliminate some of these variations so that no department
would necessarily be cut back, but that certain departments
/ 0 now get the short end of the stick would get their hands
thlittle farther up on the stick. So I would object for
at reason to this proposed amendment.

REEVE: Mr. Chairman, r will take issue with that .
think the objection to that part is well taken. You are
denying the validity of your whole study by putting in such
: statement as that.
That is pure assumption on the Com~!te?'s part, and you have no basis for justifying it in
di light of what the Library Committee has done in stues for eight years. So the statement "abnormally wide
va:riat1 on 11 --you can't prove that.
I

like

TRAVELSTEAD: As a member of that Committee, I would
to make a comment.
I see no reason why the amendment
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as suggested would be objectionable. I am speaking as an
individual member of that Committee. I don't think it
destroys the intent of the Committee.
DR. NORMAN:

Which committee?

TRAVELSTEAD: I served on the Aims and Objectives
Committee. I don't think this would seriously hurt the
report.
WOLLMAN: I, also, have served on the Library Committee, and I am not sure they would get the point.
CLARK: Mr. Chairman, apart from the merit of this
amendment, whether it is good or bad, I should think that
since the motion originally is to approve or di saoprove
this report, we ought not start amending this report item
by 1 tem and getting into a cons idera. tion of whether or not
we like the language or phrases. I think this amendment
should be defeated on the ground that we shouldn I t start
amending this report.
LONGHUR T: As a member of this Committee I should
like to object to that.
NORMAN:

Which committee?

LONGHURST: The Aims and Objectives Committee. I
don't think this thing would have any validity if we didn't
Pull 1 t apart.
e are asking the faculty to approve it as
seen by the faculty. I think abnormality depends upon which
repartmen t you belong to, and I can see why some of the feelng is as it is. In economics, for example, the variation is
quite Wide. Those of us who are more fortunate don't think
this is so abnormal.
e spent a great deal of time on this
despite its appearance and objections should be taken seri~Usly by the faculty. 1 \ e are asking the faculty to express
strong sense of support of the prihciples in here.

man

CLARK: Mr. Chairman, it is now 5:15, and the Chairof this Committee in his motion admitted that this was
a~ academic document which wasn't going to have much more
~ feet than aiming our sights so I don I t see any purpose
n tearing this all apart
we have objections to this
report
•
Aims
as approved, I think we could bring them b e f ore thi s
and Objectives Committee in a more time-saving manner.

If

r do

REEVE: Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment on that.
hur n t go along with Professor Clark on this business of
rying to pass it through. But, more than that, one of
I
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standing committees , the Library Committee, has wrestled
1th this problem for years, and this statement here is
a slap in the face for them . It has no place in there at
all. If I were a member of the Library Committee, I
would get mad about this.
CLARK:
ings on this?

Why doesn't the Library Committee hold hear-

ALBRECHT: Mr . Chairman, we do hold hearings every
year on this in the Library Committee. This point has been
brought to our attention a dozen times a year, at least . I
don 't object to this as a slap in the face, but I do object
to it as a meaningless statement; "abnormally wide variation" means absolutely nothing .
CLARK: It is meaningless; it is harmless; it won't
hurt the report.
CASTETTER: Would the group object if I should make
a few comments on this, myself? Dr. Ried, w 111 you take
the chair?
(Whereunon Dr . H.

o.

Ried presided as Chairman)

CASTETTER: I met with the Aims and Objectives Committ ee one a f ternoon and we discussed this thing at considerable leng th.
It was a very friendly meeting, and we
had a very good time, and I told the Committee at that
time that I had certain thoughts about it. I think I might
now convey those thoughts to you.
First, I do not believe that the University of New
exico could develop in creative research and creative
w~rk by fiat or by decree. It must be a slow and Ja borious
~ ocess which i n volves the development of an atmosphere
t avorable to the University . I don't mean to imply that
bhe Committee felt that this is going to be done by fiat,
ut I wanted to point out that this must be done over a
Period of years.

M

lllen
In the second place, almost every one of the recom1 dations would require the expenditure of more money, and
some cases a considerable amount of money, in order to
t~1Plement that recommendation• Now, it would be very fine
Poi do all this if we had the money to do it. Yet I wan! to
th/t out something that has been pointed out several times
adJn 8 Year, and that is that the first major concern of the
an/nistration at this time is increases in faculty salaries
the second is the addition of new faculty for next year.

t

•
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I realize the Committee does not expect that these
things shall be i mplemente d immediately, all at once, or
anything of tha t kind. The Committee and I saw eye to eye
on these things as it went along. There is something here
which appeals to me an d something which appeals to a go od
many other people on the faculty, and the department charmen and deans will receive a memorandum which embraces this
in a very short ti me, f rom the Vice-Pre s i dent's office. On
Page 3, No. I, B, Sente nce 2, " '.'here this cannot be done by
increase in sta f f, it can be done to sane extent by reducing
the number of departmental offerings. 11 I wish the staff
would give seri ous tho ught to the problem of reducing the
number of departmental offerings, thereby making unnecess a ry
the addition o f certain staff members, and thereby making it
possible to use such monies for salary increases and other
purposes.
And, fourth, Dr. Wollman has al ready mentioned this,
but I want to re-mention it. Many of the recommendations
contained in this program are already in process in varying degrees. It has been told to me that the reason for
putting those into this recommendation was to bring them
into one place an d get them stabilized, and I think that
was a very good idea. Keep in mind a number of these are
already in process of operation.

The next ite m is on Page 4, VI, A, "An office of
Research and Development should be established--", etc .
The administration has already decided that it will employ,
beginn ng July first a Director of Contract Research. We
believe, and we beli;ve rather firmly, that this man's
salary can easily be paid out of profits which are made on
contract research. We are going to embark upon this program, The Univers ty has at the present time more than
alf a million dollars' worth of contract research in
?eration, and we are hoping that this man will be able
/ bring to the University more contract research in more
epartment s.
Page 5 of the report at the bottom of the page--I
ant to make one comment on 1 that beginning in the first
sentence , "The committee hopes that University officers
~?Ponstble f'or basic budgetary decisions will, in spite
the ·hatever emergency, consistently give due regard to
l
importance of research and creative work as a stimuo~s to good teaching a source of knowledge, and a basi 8
b PUblic welfare." 'r might wish that these words had
b:~~ Put in after "emergency, "--the words "continue to,'
1 Use I am sure that the University over the years has
Ven a considerable amount of attention to this matter .

Director of
Contract
Research
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This is more or l ess i mp lied in the last sentence, I am
s~e, "If the t i me - honore d status--", etc. But I simply
want to point out that the of f icers of the administration
over a period of several years have been very definitely
trying to accomplish t hi s, and I say definitely again that
we cannot accomplis h these thing s by fiat. It takes a
long time.
I have one final comment to make, and it is this:
Lest there be misunderstanding later on on this matter,
if the Faculty a p proves, or let us say if the Faculty
adopts this recommendation, it must be understood that
this is not leg islati on. The Faculty has no authority
to legislate on mat t ers of this kind. Personally, I have
a good deal of sympathy with theprogram in general as outlined in this document, and I hope that we can gradually
implement some of the t h ings which are indicated there .
I don't think we can do the m all very rapidly, out I hope
that we can go further than we have gone in this direct on
so far . But I do want to make it clear that these are essentially administr a tive matters, and that this isn't a
matter of legislating in this case. The administration
will certainly go along in trying to do whatever is possible . Keep in mind again that our first consideration is
going to be to i mprove faculty salaries and our second
consideration is g o ing to be to expand the staff for coming years •

Thank you very much, Dr. Ried .
RIED: Are there any questions you would like to
direct to the Vice-President before he takes the chair
again?
I can .
man)

house .
to

CASTE'ITER:

I would be very glad to answer them if

Ohereupon Vice-President Castetter resumed as ChairCASTETI'ER: I think we have an amendment before the
~hat was the amendment?

DURRIE: It was in Roman numeral II, D, to be ~mended
read that "The library budget should be increased, period.
CASTETTER:
DURRIE:

Tha

Yes.

was moved and seconded?
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NORMAN:

Question on the amendment.

CASTETTER:

All in favor of the amendment indicate
Opppsed, "no." Am I correct in saying
that it was carried?

by saying "aye."

DURRIE:

Yes.

CASTETTER: The motion is carried.
the original motion?
M MBER:

Are we ready for

I would like to call for a division.

CASTETTER: All in favor raise your hands. Nov,
all opposed raise your hands.
It is definitely carried.
DR. TIREMAN: I want to ask a question about the
wording on The Program under I, C, vhere it says, "Committee assi~nments should be reduced by revamping committee
functions--'
That is a function of the Policy Committee.
Does this "should" mean that if this is passed by the faculty here that it is mandatory or just that it ought to be.
CASTETTER: Dr . Tir eman, it is my understandlng that
there is nothing in tels document that is mandatory.
WOLLMAN: No more mandatory than the Committee on
Aims and Objectives has authority to mandate .
CASTETTER: I told the Committee I tho1ght they
were overlapping the functions of the Policy Committee.
It seems to me that these matters with which they were
dealing were largely Policy Committee matters.
Dr.
ollman, would you like to comment on that? You can expla n
that better than I can • .
10LLlAN: I don't think I can. You raised the
question as to whether the comm~ttee was legally in ex stence.
'e only had vague recollections to go on to justify
our existence.
I think we let it go at that, that there
had been at soille previous time an action taken to continue
the Committee on Aims and Objectives, and at that time it
was simply asked to keep in touch with the Policy Committee
regard ng any particular area of activity t would turn to
in Order that 1 t would not d JPlicate unnecessarily the work
of other committees, and especially at that time the ork
of the Tidal v~ave Committee.
Ollher than that, we were s m~
Ply enjoined to deal with aims and objectives and to discuss
and propose methods of putting various aims and objectives
into effect, basing that on the statement of aims and objectives in the catalogue.
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CASTETTER: As I say, I raised this question with
the Aims and Objectives Committee and pointed out to them
that by definition of the function of the Aims and Objectives Committee, it did not seem to me that this was a
legitimate function for them to be carrying out; and they
replied that they had brought this matter up with the Policy Commit tee, it had been discussed, and they had been authorized by the Polley Committee to proceed, and that being the case, I think they are probably in the clear in going ahead with this.
POLDERVAART: I may be mistaken, but I believe tre
recollection is correct that the Policy Committee at one
time recommended the creation of this Committee, formed
something like a subcommittee, and insofar as it was doing
that function, it was assigned to it by its parent body.
MEMBER:

Question .

CASTETTER : The question is called for. Are you ready
to vote? All in favor of the motion say "aye." Opposed,
"no." The motion is carried.
Dr. Hendrickson will you report for the committee
that was supposed to cwnt the ballots in the election to
fill the unexpired term of Professor Albrecht as a memberat-large on the Policy Committee.
HENDRICKSON:

Dr. Crowell was elected.

CASTETTER: All right.
of the Policy Committee.

Dr. Crowell is a new member

A motion to adjourn is in order.
(Whereupon, on motion duly made and seconded, the
meeting was adjourned at 5:32 p.m., January 8, 1957.)
Respectfully submitted,

John N. Durrie
Secretary of the Faculty

Election
to Policy
Commit ee
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of their endowment, their time, and their encrgie
c v i ~ v •• v'teaching' rather than to what is called 'research '
that is to
say, to the transmission of what is knovm rather than to the critical
examination of what is known and the exp~nsion of the frontiers of
knowledge. Nevertheless, the tvro functions of teaching and research cannot be divorced without loss to both . The education of
college students for leadership in the community, if it be not
constantly based on the results of current critical research, tends
to become conventional and dogmatic and to leave the student with
a body of information learned bv rote and housed in a closed and
?icurious mind; while research,u carried on by professors secure
1n their tenure and under no obligation to concern themselves with
!he social significance of learning and teaching, tends to run
into a barren antiquarianism, as harmless and diverting, and just
about as sociR.lly useful, as crossword puzzles or contract bridge ." *
and Ob ~n t~e spirit of this quotation from Professor Becker, ~e. Corrnnitt~e on Aims

th

Jectives presents its program for more research and artistic creation by
By making its nroposals the Col'!ll11ittee does not imply that the
ine~~~t level of res.earch in- academic disciplines an~ the level of cr~ativ~ work
001 . • arts are so low as to merit serious condemnation of present University
th lcfies; but neither are they so high as to provide comfort for the present or
e uture .

p/ faculty.

se h'I'he suggestions that follow seek three ends : (1) opportunity for more reexparc. and creative work· ( 2) a climate of schol.qrship, original inquiry and
te e~7ment~tion; (3) a f;culty capable not only of enthusiastic and effective
'le lng but al.so of intellectual pursuits beyond the classroom. As it awaits

------------*

Fre;myCarl L. Becker, Freedom and Responsibility in the American iay of Life,
ork, Vint~ge Books, 1955, ppo 63..64~ (Italics ins erted.)

A PR

TO STLIDLATE MORE RESEARCH AND CREATIVE WORK
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW ~ICO

.....

Submitted to the Faculty by the Committee on Aims and Objectives

Introduction
The university of Socrates was a one- man affair, with
relatively few connnitments to the community. But universitie s as
they have existed since the twelfth century have been institutionalized centers of le a rning , thoroughly warped into the social
structure by their v es t e d i n terests and loyalties, their traditions,
and the ir rights and obliga tions as define d by the laws m1d customs
of the land. Whether priva tely endowed or church- or state-controlled, they have alw~ys been eXDlicitly or tacitly under bon d to
the comrmmity to provide for a select group of the rising gen er ation
what is calle d a iliber a l educ ation ' -- nn e duc ation primari l y
designed to fit tho se ,;,rho r ec e ive it for le:=i.dership in the comnrunity.
Our ovm u..niversitic s a nd colle ges certa inly devote the gr eat er part
of their endowment, their time, and their energie s to what is c ~lled
'teaching' rather t h an to what is called 'research' -- that is to
say, to the tra nsmission of what is lmovm r R.th er than to the critical
examination of what is known and the cxp~nsion of the fronti ers of
lmowledge. Neverthe l e ss, the txro functions of teaching and research cannot be divorced vvithout loss to both. The educ ation of
college students for leadership in the commun ity, if it be not
constantly based on the results of current critical r es e arch, tends
to become conventional and dogmatic arid to l e ave the student with
a body of information learned bv rote and housed in a closed and
~curious mind; while research,u carrie d on by professors s ecur e
lil their tenure and under no obligation to concern thems elves with
!he social signific:mce of learning ruid teaching, tends to run
lilto a barr en antiquarianism, as harmless and diverting, and just
about as socially useful, as crossword puzzles or contract bridge . "
11 • • •

*

~n the spirit of this quotation from Professor Becker, the Committee on Aims
th ObJectives presents its program for more research and artistic creation by
e faculty. By making its nroposals the Committee does not imply tha t the
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tidal wave, the f P..culty faces two possibilities: one, that the time devoted to
instruction will remain relatively unchanged; the other, that with large classes,
more advisees, more majors, more graduate students, more theses, term papers,
and honors courses, mass-production classroom duties will occupy faculty time to
the virtual exclusion of everything else. If the first alternative prevails, the
proposals set forth herein should noticeably stinrulate research and creative work
in the arts• If the second, these proposals will hardly suffice to preserve the
status quo, let alone provide for improvement.
Fortunately the main swell in enrollment is still a few yea.rs off. By
adopting the necessary stimuli to research now, the University will have a brief
period of grace during which supplementary measures to counteract the second
possibility can be elaborated and made a part of this program. Propos ed, therefore , are rrerely the first steps, the need for which is already visible without
exacerbation by large enrollioonts. Should the faculty assent to these steps,
there will still re:rmin the obligation to cbserve and continuously evaluate the
effects of administrative change and growing teaching burdens upon r e se rch and
art~s~ic activity and to ~dopt, before serious damage is done, whatever additional
policies are required •
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I, Provision of More Time for Non-contract Rese.ci.rch and Creative Work •

.
..

A, Teaching loads should be reduced for persons engag ed in research and

f.

creRtive work.
.,
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B, The variety of areas in which a teacher is expected to be export should
be reduced. Whore this cannot be done by increr1.se in staff, it can be
done to some extent by reducing the number of depr1.rtmental offerings .

: ., . ·: '!

c.

Corrmittee assign1TBnts should be reduced by revamping committee functions ,
assigning dutie s to administrative offic ers , and reducing the size of
most, if not all, committee s. In this way committee positions might be
limited to half or less of tho faculty at a time .

D,

Research and creative ability and productivity should be mn.de an acc eptable
reason for non-participation in couns eling, colilr.lunity non-credit cour ses ,
extension work, and othe r similar r e sponsibilities o

.
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E. Departmental chairmen should be encouraged to accept m.1.jor r esponsibility

for the stirnulr1.tion of research and creative work and t0 ;"tpportion duties
and r csponsibili ties in accord,qnce with the ab ility;, inte-::-csts j 1.nd
equitable treatment of dep,qrt imntal staff rrcmbers and th ~ r equirements of
departTiental te~ching r esponsibiliti es . A r eduction in total departmental
offerings will help achieve this objective .

''
. i

F• The ranks of Research Professor, Artist-in-Residence, and other comparable
ranks should be created; and holders of t hese r anks should be given a
normal teaching load of six hours.
ll • F'mancial
·
11.ssistance for Research :ind Other Creative Yfork.

A.

Faculty Fellowships for reser1.rch or other creative work during the summer
should be established.

B..

The following modificntions in policies of the University Research
Cormnittee should be i.-ritroduced ;
1.
2.

c.

Provision of money for out- of- state travel and subsistenc~ •.
Provision of secretarial ru1d clerical assis tance for prell.ItllllarY
dr ~fts of manuscripts as well ~s final drafts which are already
supported.

Inter- departmental research facilities - vrork rooms, equipment , and source
mater ials should be es t ~blished.

D. ~e library budget should be increr\SC~ AA6.

et sl:ihst;mtial port . ~-&:>o.u.J.
~ r t e d to cf.ti·m i.nati
o th& pr esent abnorim.lly wide variati-on
among c ollege and depnrtmental alloc3.tions .
j,,-

E. Departrrontal budgets for labor.'3.tor y equipment and supplies that will
f acilitate research should be increased.

.5
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I • Sabbaticals •
... '.

In order to enc otlt'~ge use of sabbaticnls for research and other creative
purposes, persons on sabbA.tical leave should be cor.ipens ated with full pay
for a semester or 7/8 p;:i.y for a yem-, with the alte!'nat:i.v ~ privilege of
taking a "campus sabbatical" at full p ay fo::- a ycm' vi::d 1-E:: :;c:a~hil:.e one
course each s emester but being r elieved of all other universi ~;y duties .

I

IV, Employnent , Tenure, and Promotion.
Research and creative ~bility should be given substRr.tial weight in employment, tenure , promotion, and salary Rdvancemento In this 1,J.y t:ie Unlvers ity
will be most likely to assenble and maintain a faculty that is .l.nte::..\ec+,ually
productive ;:ind capable of making its ovm contributions to the ndv-inccr.JGnt of
knowledge a
1

'·

V, Inter-departmental Rela tions.

A. , Jisciplines that are closely relat ed should be housed in such proximity
as to provide a necessary and continuing st:iJnulus .
B.

Divisional librnries should be considered for the future as
aid to r es e;:irch.

.'.1.

furth er

• Campus Research Facilitie s.

•

A.

An Office of Research and Development should be established as a central
staff agency to s tirrru.la te in tercst in r ese::.rch ; provide inf er mat ion
regarding sources of research funds; develop res e arch projects; foster
inter-disciplinary coll;:i.boration; promote r e search contracts; and dminister r es earch funds. The Office should have an executive officer
on at least a part-tire basiso Subordinat e committees or boards to id
the Office of Res earch and Development should be created as needed .

B.

Existing research facilities should be expanded and strengthened •

:

1,

The Engineering Experiment Station should be furth er encouraged to
support research projects, both independently and under contr ct .

2.

The University Research Committee should be strengthened _and its
policies modifie d in accordance with suggestions in Section II.

3, The Bureau of Busineg:,ReseRrch should be r ecognized as an agency
·1

••

capable of c~rrying on basis r esearch in the r egion ' s econonzy- and
its facilitie s strengthened accordingly.

c.

The Division of Government Re s e.::ir ch should be converted into an interdisciplinary r e s e!:l.r ch unit to be called the Division of Research in the
Social Sci ences. This could be ~ccomplished by creqtion of an interdepartmental policy board.

6
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VII . Rese,"'..rch Contract Policies.
A.

A reasonable balance betvreen bqsic and applied research is essential
for the intellectual well-being of the CNnpus. M,intenance of such
balance should guide the Office ofResearch and DevelopmQilt~

B.

In order to enc our ,.,,ge more sponsored research, limits to faculty
compensation under research contracts should be cor.rpletely r emoved~
A limitation on time devoted to contract research without a reduction
in t eaching lo:i.d should be substituted. Time devoted to resenrch in
excess of such limi t 2tion should be acco::ipanied by a r e duction in
teaching load with a corr e s:?onding reduction in s alary out of t eaching
budgets . Deter1Jin2.tion of the reasonable teaching load of faculty
members engaged in contr.":.ct res earch, other res earch or private consultantship should be a r e sponsibility of departnBnt chairmen in consultation with college dea.~s.

.... .

''

VIII.

. ;
I

The Place of Resea rch and Creative Work in University Budgetary PoliCY•
A.

The Office of Research and Develo;)r.ient should ha·re ultimate r esponsibility
for th e ,g,dministr!J.tion of resea rch funds derived from the r egular operating budget of the University and should make its services available
to those who request it for the adr.tln:.str1.tion of special r esearch funds •
Whenever de sirable, subsidiary boards un~er control of the Office of
Research and Development should be utilized. It is expected that the
University Re s earch Committee would continue to serve its present
function of making grants to individual faculty rrembers.

B.

Sourc es of Funds •

~

1.

0-1erhead charges included in University research contracts should
nar mally go into a fund on which the support of non-contra ct
research and creative work in the arts would have first c a ll•

2.

Endovn:1.ent of or annual contributions to a Research and Creative
Arts Fund should be solicited.

;

3. Additional l egis] &tive appropri~tions for r esearch should b e

' :·
•

•

:>
I

-

•

requested •

budget The committee hop es th,:1.t University officers responsible for basic
eg;u-/~~ deci~ions will , in spite of whri.tevcr emergency, cons~stently cive due
ach .
the importance of res earch and crea tive worlc as a stimulus to good .
h re ~g , ~ source of knmvledge, and a basis of public welfare . It is a question
o he/
ma:i.ntaining a p erspective that is generous in the support of r esearch :md
center crea~ive ;:i.chievemcnts. If tho time-honor ed status of the university 3 s a .
t to~ intelJe ctual leadership is to be n:ainta ined, the University of Nevr ex:-co
th
. tl
·t d
f
th 1nstructional
5 I'l. ve f
Program.
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e support of research as valin.n y !l S i
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